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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Periodical</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alabama Civil Rights and Civil Liberties Law Review</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1-212, 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Journal of Criminal Law</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>1-358, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston University Law Review</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>1-11, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BYU Journal of Public Law</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict Resolution Quarterly</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1-24, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connecticut Law Review</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver Law Review</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>1-274, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Federal Communications Law Journal</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Georgetown Law Journal</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>1-274, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard Law &amp; Policy Review</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hastings Communications and Entertainment Law Journal</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Race, Gender, and Poverty</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of the Legal Profession</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loyola of Los Angeles Entertainment Law Review</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nevada Law Journal</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Criminal Law Review</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York University Journal of Legislation and Public Policy</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Carolina Law Review</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Illinois University Law Review</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State Journal of Criminal Law</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychology, Public Policy, and Law</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1-175, 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seton Hall Circuit Review</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1-141, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Texas Law Review</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>1-141, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern California Law Review</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>1-141, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suffolk University Law Review</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>1-141, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Law Review</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>1-141, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Review of Law &amp; Politics</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1-141, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UC Davis Journal of International Law and Policy</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1-141, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of San Francisco Law Review</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1-141, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of St. Thomas Law Journal</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1-141, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanderbilt Law Review</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1-141, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Tax Review</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>1-141, 2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wake Forest Law Review</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>1-141, 2016</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

= Note title change: formerly Denver University Law Review.

* Portions of this issue are comprised of two student surveys: First Impressions and Current Circuit Splits.
** This issue comprises the 2015 Hiram H. Lesar Survey of Illinois Law
ADMINISTRATIVE LAW


Shapiro, Sidney A.  The failure to understand expertise in administrative law: the problem and the consequences.  50 Wake Forest L. Rev. 1097-1153 (2015).

Weston, Maureen A.  The clash: squaring mandatory arbitration with administrative agency and representative recourse.  89 S. Cal. L. Rev. 103-142 (2015).

AGRICULTURE LAW

Leib, Emily M.  Broad.  All (food) politics is local: increasing food access through local government action.  7 Harv. L. & Pol’y Rev. 321-341 (2013).


AIR AND SPACE LAW

Giboney, Pierce.  Note. Don’t ground me bro! Private ownership of airspace and how it invalidates the FAA’s blanket prohibition on low altitude commercial drone operations.  67 Fla. L. Rev. 2149-2181 (2015).


ANIMAL LAW


ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for: Loyola of Los Angeles Entertainment Law Review


BANKING AND FINANCE


DeLeo, Julianne.  Note. If the shoe fits: sizing up the applicability of IVL exclusions to the FDIC.  49 Suffolk U.L. Rev. 109-137 (2016).


BANKRUPTCY LAW


BIOGRAPHY


BUSINESS ORGANIZATIONS


Garcia-Gallont, Rolf and Andrew J. Kilpinen. If the veil doesn’t fit...an empirical study of 30 years of piercing the corporate veil in the age of the LLC. 50 Wake Forest L. Rev. 1229-1252 (2015).


CIVIL RIGHTS, GENERALLY

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:

Alabama Civil Rights and Civil Liberties Law Review


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

COMMUNICATIONS LAW

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:

Federal Communications Law Journal

Hastings Communications and Entertainment Law Journal (COMM/ENT)

Loyola of Los Angeles Entertainment Law Review


COMPARATIVE AND FOREIGN LAW

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:

Journal of Race, Gender, and Poverty

University of St. Thomas Law Journal
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(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

CONFLICT OF LAWS


CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, GENERALLY


Kim, Pauline T. Market norms and constitutional values in the government workplace. 94 N.C. L. Rev. 601-647 (2016).


Weston, Maureen A. The clash: squaring mandatory arbitration with administrative agency and representative recourse. 89 S. Cal. L. Rev. 103-142 (2015).


CONSUMER PROTECTION LAW

Stallings, Michael. Note. Allowing access to justice for generic drug users? A good faith argument for holding that brand-name manufacturers are subject to representations made on generic drug labels. 40 J. Legal Prof. 131-145 (2015).

CONTRACTS


COURTS


CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for: American Journal of Criminal Law
New Criminal Law Review
Ohio State Journal of Criminal Law

Carroll, Jenny E. Brain science and the theory of juvenile mens rea. 94 N.C. L. Rev. 539-599 (2016).

Craig, Kelsey. Note. The price of silence: how the Griffin roadblock and protection against adverse inference condemn the criminal defendant. 69 Vand. L. Rev. 249-284 (2016).


Johnson, Barry L. The puzzling persistence of acquitted conduct in federal sentencing, and what can be done about it. 49 Suffolk U.L. Rev. 1-45 (2016).


(DISABILITY LAW


DISPUTE RESOLUTION

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Conflict Resolution Quarterly
Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution


Weston, Maureen A. The clash: squaring mandatory arbitration with administrative agency and representative recourse. 89 S. Cal. L. Rev. 103-142 (2015).


DOMESTIC RELATIONS


ECONOMICS

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:


Sensenbrenner, Frank J. and Margaret Ryznar. The law and economics of insider trading. 50 Wake Forest L. Rev. 1155-1179 (2015).

Shmueli, Benjamin. Post-judgment bargaining with a conversation with the Honorable Professor Guido Calabresi. 50 Wake Forest L. Rev. 1181-1227 (2015).


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)
EDUCATION LAW


Tracey, Timothy J. Just because you can, doesn’t mean you should: equal protection, free speech, and religious worship. 36 N. Ill. U. L. Rev. 58-110 (2015).

ELECTIONS AND VOTING

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Alabama Law Review


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

EMPLOYMENT PRACTICE


Kim, Pauline T. Market norms and constitutional values in the government workplace. 94 N.C. L. Rev. 601-647 (2016).


ENERGY AND UTILITIES LAW


ENVIRONMENTAL LAW


ESTATES AND TRUSTS


EVIDENCE


Craig, Kelsey. Note. The price of silence: how the Griffin roadblock and protection against adverse inference condemn the criminal defendant. 69 Vand. L. Rev. 249-284 (2016).


FIRST AMENDMENT


Tracey, Timothy J. Just because you can, doesn’t mean you should: equal protection, free speech, and religious worship. 36 N. Ill. U. L. Rev. 58-110 (2015).


Wright, R. George. Content-neutral and content-based regulations of speech: a distinction that is no longer worth the fuss. 67 Fla. L. Rev. 2081-2102 (2015).

FOOD AND DRUG LAW

Santoro, Cassandra L. Note. Overdosing on authority: negative side effects of the FDA’s proposal for generic label changes may include increased costs and liabilities. 49 Suffolk U.L. Rev. 183-201 (2016).

Stallings, Michael. Note. Allowing access to justice for generic drug users? A good faith argument for holding that brand-name manufacturers are subject to representations made on generic drug labels. 40 J. Legal Prof. 131-145 (2015).

FOURTEENTH AMENDMENT


Tracey, Timothy J. Just because you can, doesn’t mean you should: equal protection, free speech, and religious worship. 36 N. Ill. U. L. Rev. 58-110 (2015).

GENDER


HEALTH LAW AND POLICY

Christovich, Michelle M. Note. Why should we care what Fitbit shares?: a proposed statutory solution to protect sensitive personal fitness information. 38 Hastings Comm. & Ent. L.J. 91-116 (2016).


HOUSING LAW


HUMAN RIGHTS LAW


IMMIGRATION LAW

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Journal of Race, Gender, and Poverty


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

INFORMATION PRIVACY

Christovich, Michelle M. Note. Why should we care what Fitbit shares?: a proposed statutory solution to protect sensitive personal fitness information. 38 Hastings Comm. & Ent. L.J. 91-116 (2016).


INSURANCE LAW

DeLeo, Julianne.  Note. If the shoe fits: sizing up the applicability of I-11 exclusions to the FDIC. 49 Suffolk U.L. Rev. 109-137 (2016).


INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW


Bair, Stephanie Plamondon.  The psychology of patent protection. 48 Conn. L. Rev. 297-353 (2015).


INTERNATIONAL LAW

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for: UC Davis Journal of International Law and Policy


INTERNATIONAL TRADE


JUDGES


Bair, Stephanie Plamondon. The psychology of patent protection. 48 Conn. L. Rev. 297-353 (2015).


Green, Craig. Turning the kaleidoscope: toward a theory of interpreting precedents. 94 N.C. L. Rev. 379-484 (2016).


Perlin, Michael L. and Alison J. Lynch. How teaching about therapeutic jurisprudence can be a tool of social justice, and lead law students to personally and socially rewarding careers: sexuality and disability as a case example. 16 Nev. L.J. 209-225 (2015).


For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:

New Criminal Law Review


Carroll, Jenny E. Brain science and the theory of juvenile mens rea. 94 N.C. L. Rev. 539-599 (2016).


Knight, Erin D. Note. Brought back to life: Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court resuscitates parole eligibility for juveniles convicted of first-degree murder. 49 Suffolk U.L. Rev. 139-161 (2016).


Morgan, Donald C. Comment. Balancing interests: how the prescriptive easement doctrine can continue to efficiently support public policy. 50 Wake Forest L. Rev. 1253-1273 (2015).
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**LAW ENFORCEMENT**

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Seattle Journal for Social Justice


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

**LEGAL ANALYSIS AND WRITING**

Green, Craig. Turning the kaleidoscope: toward a theory of interpreting precedents. 94 N.C. L. Rev. 379-484 (2016).


**LEGAL EDUCATION**

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Journal of the Legal Profession
Nevada Law Journal


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

**LEGAL HISTORY**

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Alabama Civil Rights and Civil Liberties Law Review
Alabama Law Review


Green, Craig. Turning the kaleidoscope: toward a theory of interpreting precedents. 94 N.C. L. Rev. 379-484 (2016).


50th Anniversary of the Civil Rights Act. Introduction by Steven H. Hobbs; articles by Richard Delgado, Trina Jones, Alfred L. Brophy, Dorothy A. Brown, Gregory S. Parks, Rashawn Ray,

(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

LEGAL PROFESSION

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Journal of the Legal Profession
Nevada Law Journal


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

LEGISLATION

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
New York University Journal of Legislation and Public Policy


MEDICAL JURISPRUDENCE


MILITARY, WAR, AND PEACE


**MOTOR VEHICLES**


**NATURAL RESOURCES LAW**


**NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS**


**POLITICS**

For more on this subject see the [Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews](#) for:
- Harvard Law & Policy Review
- Seattle Journal for Social Justice


Lee, Jaime Alison. “Can you hear me now?: making participatory governance work for the poor. 7 Harv. L. & Pol’y Rev. 405-441 (2013).


(For contents see the [Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews](#) for this journal.)


(For contents see the [Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews](#) for this journal.)

**PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE**


(For contents see the [Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews](#) for this journal.)
Shmueli, Benjamin. Post-judgment bargaining with a conversation with the Honorable Professor Guido Calabresi. 50 Wake Forest L. Rev. 1181-1227 (2015).

PRESIDENT/EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT


PROFESSIONAL ETHICS

Curtis, Debra Moss. The codification of professionalism: can you sanction lawyers into being nice? 40 J. Legal Prof. 49-104 (2015).


PROPERTY—PERSONAL AND REAL


Giboney, Pierce. Note. Don’t ground me bro! Private ownership of airspace and how it invalidates the FAA’s blanket prohibition on low altitude commercial drone operations. 67 Fla. L. Rev. 2149-2181 (2015).

Morgan, Donald C. Comment. Balancing interests: how the prescriptive easement doctrine can continue to efficiently support public policy. 50 Wake Forest L. Rev. 1253-1273 (2015).


PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:

Psychology, Public Policy, and Law

Bair, Stephanie Plamondon. The psychology of patent protection. 48 Conn. L. Rev. 297-353 (2015).

Carroll, Jenny E. Brain science and the theory of juvenile mens rea. 94 N.C. L. Rev. 539-599 (2016).


RACE AND ETHNICITY

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:

International Law and the Policy of Race

Bridges, Khia M. Class-based affirmative action, or the lies that we tell about the insignificance of race. 96 B.U. L. Rev. 55-108 (2016).


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

REPUBLIC


Tracey, Timothy J. Just because you can, doesn’t mean you should: equal protection, free speech, and religious worship. 36 N. Ill. U. L. Rev. 58-110 (2015).

REMEDIES


Shmueli, Benjamin. Post-judgment bargaining with a conversation with the Honorable Professor Guido Calabresi. 50 Wake Forest L. Rev. 1181-1227 (2015).

REPRODUCTION

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:


SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
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Marcillo, Jordan M. Note. Are you afraid of the dark?: how the New York Attorney General is shedding light on dark pools and high frequency trading. 49 Suffolk U.L. Rev. 163-182 (2016).


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

SECOND AMENDMENT

Beaman, Elizabeth. Comment. Who gets to determine if you need self defense?: Heller and McDonald’s application outside the house. 12 Seton Hall Cir. Rev. 139-159 (2015).

SECURITIES LAW


Lager, Paige M. Note. The route to capitalization: the transcendent registration exemptions for securities offerings as a means to small business capital formation. 94 Tex. L. Rev. 567-600 (2016).

Marcillo, Jordan M. Note. Are you afraid of the dark?: how the New York Attorney General is shedding light on dark pools and high frequency trading. 49 Suffolk U.L. Rev. 163-182 (2016).


Sensenbrenner, Frank J. and Margaret Ryznar. The law and economics of insider trading. 50 Wake Forest L. Rev. 1155-1179 (2015).

SENTENCING AND PUNISHMENT


Eisenberg, Avlana K. Incarceration incentives in the decarceration era. 69 Vand. L. Rev. 71-139 (2016).


Johnson, Barry L. The puzzling persistence of acquitted conduct in federal sentencing, and what can be done about it. 49 Suffolk U.L. Rev. 1-45 (2016).

Knight, Erin D. Note. Brought back to life: Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court resuscitates parole eligibility for juveniles convicted of first-degree murder. 49 Suffolk U.L. Rev. 139-161 (2016).
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SEX CRIMES
For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Ohio State Journal of Criminal Law


(Sex for contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

SEXUAL ORIENTATION


SOCIAL WELFARE

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENT LAW
For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Harvard Law & Policy Review


(For contents see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for this journal.)

SUPREME COURT OF THE UNITED STATES

Green, Craig. Turning the kaleidoscope: toward a theory of interpreting precedents. 94 N.C. L. Rev. 379-484 (2016).


TAX POLICY

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Virginia Tax Review


TAXATION—FEDERAL

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Virginia Tax Review


TERRORISM


TORTS

Beaman, Elizabeth. Comment. Who gets to determine if you need self defense?: Heller and McDonald’s application outside the house. 12 Seton Hall Cir. Rev. 139-159 (2015).


Stallings, Michael. Note. Allowing access to justice for generic drug users? A good faith argument for holding that brand-name manufacturers are subject to representations made on generic drug labels. 40 J. Legal Prof. 131-145 (2015).

TRADE REGULATION

For more on this subject see the Tables of Contents of Indexed Law Reviews for:
Loyola of Los Angeles Entertainment Law Review


WATER LAW


WORKERS’ COMPENSATION LAW


TABLES OF CONTENTS OF INDEXED LAW REVIEWS


Bridges, Khiara M. Class-based affirmative action, or the lies that we tell about the insignificance of race. 96 B.U. L. Rev. 55-108 (2016).


33 CONFLICT RESOLUTION QUARTERLY,
NO. 1, FALL, 2015.

Raines, Susan S. Editor’s introduction. 33 Conflict Resol. Q. 1-2 (2015).


48 CONNECTICUT LAW REVIEW,
NO. 2, DECEMBER, 2015.

Bair, Stephanie Plamondon. The psychology of patent protection. 48 Conn. L. Rev. 297-353 (2015).


93 DENVER LAW REVIEW,
NO. 1, PP. 1-274, 2015.


65 DUKE LAW JOURNAL,
NO. 5, FEBRUARY, 2016.


68 FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
LAW JOURNAL,
NO. 1, FEBRUARY, 2016.


67 FLORIDA LAW REVIEW, NO. 6, NOVEMBER, 2015.


Wright, R. George. Content-neutral and content-based regulations of speech: a distinction that is no longer worth the fuss. 67 Fla. L. Rev. 2081-2102 (2015).


Giboney, Pierce. Note. Don’t ground me bro! Private ownership of airspace and how it invalidates the FAA’s blanket prohibition on low altitude commercial drone operations. 67 Fla. L. Rev. 2149-2181 (2015).

104 GEORGETOWN LAW JOURNAL, NO. 2, JANUARY, 2016.


7 HARVARD LAW & POLICY REVIEW, NO. 2, SUMMER, 2013.


Leib, Emily M. Broad. All (food) politics is local: increasing food access through local government action. 7 Harv. L. & Pol’y Rev. 321-341 (2013).


Lee, Jaime Alison. “Can you hear me now?”: making participatory governance work for the poor. 7 Harv. L. & Pol’y Rev. 405-441 (2013).


38 HASTINGS COMMUNICATIONS AND ENTERTAINMENT LAW JOURNAL (COMM/ENT), NO. 1, WINTER, 2016.


Frieden, Rob. Conflict in the network of networks: how Internet service providers have shifted from partners to adversaries. 38 Hastings Comm. & Ent. L.J. 63-90 (2016).

Christovich, Michelle M. Note. Why should we care what Fitbit shares?: a proposed statutory solution to protect sensitive personal fitness information. 38 Hastings Comm. & Ent. L.J. 91-116 (2016).


García-Ellín, Juan C. How migration policies become austerity measures: the “Ley 7” and the role of the Puerto Rican government as promotor of emigration to the US. 5 J. Race, Gender & Poverty 1-12 (2013-2014).


Valdés, Francisco. Theory without borders: LatCritical approaches to South-North legal frameworks and hemispheric justice studies. 5 J. Race, Gender & Poverty 91-128 (2013-2014).


Pasquale, Frank. Synergy and tradition: the unity of research, service, and teaching in legal education. 40 J. Legal Prof. 25-48 (2015).

Curtis, Debra Moss. The codification of professionalism: can you sanction lawyers into being nice? 40 J. Legal Prof. 49-104 (2015).


Stallings, Michael. Note. Allowing access to justice for generic drug users? A good faith argument for holding that brand-name manufacturers are subject to representations made on generic drug labels. 40 J. Legal Prof. 131-145 (2015).

Vance, Sara. Student compilation. Recent ethics opinions of significance. 40 J. Legal Prof. 147-153 (2015).

Seale, Corey G. Student compilation. Recent law review articles concerning the legal profession. 40 J. Legal Prof. 155-162 (2015).


16 NEVADA LAW JOURNAL, NO. 1, FALL, 2015.


Murphy, John F. Teaching remedial problem-solving skills to a law school’s underperforming students. 16 Nev. L.J. 173-208 (2015).

Perlin, Michael L. and Alison J. Lynch. How teaching about therapeutic jurisprudence can be a tool of social justice, and lead law students to personally and socially rewarding careers: sexuality and disability as a case example. 16 Nev. L.J. 209-225 (2015).


19 NEW CRIMINAL LAW REVIEW, NO. 1, WINTER, 2016.

Stowers, Jeffrey W. Jr. Misunderstood: a juvenile’s ability to be competent enough to understand the consequences of a guilty plea. 19 New Crim. L. Rev. 1-41 (2016).


Green, Craig. Turning the kaleidoscope: toward a theory of interpreting precedents. 94 N.C. L. Rev. 379-484 (2016).


Carroll, Jenny E. Brain science and the theory of juvenile mens rea. 94 N.C. L. Rev. 539-599 (2016).

Kim, Pauline T. Market norms and constitutional values in the government workplace. 94 N.C. L. Rev. 601-647 (2016).


Tracey, Timothy J. Just because you can, doesn’t mean you should: equal protection, free speech, and religious worship. 36 N. Ill. U. L. Rev. 58-110 (2015).


Eufracio, Aglae. Comment. Venturing into a minefield: potential effects of the
Hobby Lobby decision on the LGBT community. 18 Scholar 107-141 (2016).

14 SEATTLE JOURNAL FOR
SOCIAL JUSTICE,
NO. 1, SUMMER, 2015.


Moving Beyond Discipline: The Role of Civilians in Police

Graef, Betsy. The Seattle Community Police Commission:
lessons learned and considerations for effective community

Landy, Marc. Transparency for what end? Policing politics in

Le, Loan K. and student Maitria Moua. Civilian oversight
and developments in less lethal technologies: weighing risks
and prioritizing accountability in domestic law enforcement.

Moore, Marielle A. The next stage of police accountability:
launching a police body-worn camera program in

Aliment, Ruby. Comment. Saying “yes”: how California’s
affirmative consent policy can transform rape culture. 14 Seattle

Chen, Diana. Comment. Extending the timeline: addressing
rights of former homeowners in a post-foreclosure market. 14 Seattle

Hatfield, Patrick Troy. Comment. The great divide: recent trends
could help bridge the US/EU data privacy gap. 14 Seattle J. for

12 SETON HALL
CIRCUIT REVIEW,
NO. 1, FALL, 2015.

Martin, Keri. What remains of vicarious jurisdiction for
establishing general jurisdiction over corporate defendants after

Miller, Kevin R. and Brian M. Block. Collecting attorneys’ fees
under the Lanham Act: the shifting definition of an “exceptional

Circuit Review Staff. First impressions. 12 Seton Hall Cir. Rev.
41-87 (2015).

Circuit Review Staff. Current Circuit splits. 12 Seton Hall Cir.
Rev. 88-113 (2015).

Russo, Tiffany. Comment. Searches and seizures as applied to
changing digital technologies: a look at pole camera surveillance.

Beaman, Elizabeth. Comment. Who gets to determine if you need
self defense?: Heller and McDonald’s application outside the
house. 12 Seton Hall Cir. Rev. 139-159 (2015).

56 SOUTHERN TEXAS
LAW REVIEW,
NO. 4, SUMMER, 2015.

Kerns, Robert W. Jr. Crying wolf: the use of false accusations of
abuse to influence child custodian
ship and a proposal to protect the innocent. 56 S. Tex. L. Rev. 603-635 (2015).

Musselman, James L. Statutory reimbursement in Texas: a new
set of rules or a reversion to the old regime? 56 S. Tex. L. Rev.

Doroteo, Carlos. Comment. The Texas Open Meetings Act: an
old-fashioned, Wild West, First Amendment shootout. 56 S. Tex.

Erickson, Drew. Comment. The Pro-Snax problem: how the
Fifth Circuit took “reasonableness” to a whole new level. 56 S.

89 SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
LAW REVIEW,
NO. 1, NOVEMBER, 2015.

Nielson, Aaron L. and Christopher J. Walker. The new qualified

Berry, William W. III. Eighth Amendment presumptions. A
constitutional framework for curbing mass incarceration. 89 S.

Weston, Maureen A. The clash: squaring mandatory arbitration
with administrative agency and representative recourse. 89 S.

Glaser, Lauren. Note, Controlling supergraphics: a new challenge
facing local governments aiming to limit the spread of advertising
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